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I have been active in Kenai River sportfishing issues for over thirty years, as 

some of you know.  I have no financial interests in sportfishing, but own a 
considerable interest in Trapper’s Creek Smoking Company of Anchorage and 
Seattle.  We are the largest processors of wild Kings in the state.  We buy 800,000 to 
1,000,000 pounds of Kings a year.  We sell $300,000 of kippered Kings a month to 
Costco/Albertson’s, etc. 

 
We would be out of business without commercial fishing, so I’m not just a 

sportfish zealot, commercial fishing is very important to us all, except here in Cook 
Inlet; and Cook Inlet is different as you will learn.  It is our state’s population base. 

 
We sincerely thank the legislature for creating this task force and you for 

your time serving on it.  Your in depth review of Cook Inlet fishing issues is long 
overdue.  The Board of Fisheries handling of conservation and allocation of Cook 
Inlet salmon stocks is broken; it needs fixing.  That board answers to you, you 
created it.  You, the legislature is the public’s court of last resort, we need your help. 

 
Since statehood, in most of our state, A,D,F & G and the Board have set 

exemplary standards for managing fishery stocks.  They are respected nationwide. 
But there is never a valid reason to allow any stock to not achieve an escapement 
goal due to harvest interception of returning spawning stocks and, that is what is 
happening. 

 
In this complex issue, I have three issues to touch on today – a. stock 

conservation, b. allocation, c. economic valuation. 
 
a. Stock conservation – There is no excuse for not meeting escapement goals 

for Reds and Chums in the “Yentna and Susitna drainages”.  You will 
hear reasons for not enough escapement, like, Pike, beaver dams, faulty 
sonar counters, more studies needed, etc.  Don’t be deceived, they are all 
“red herrings”!  I remember all of the same type of excuses in 
Washington and Oregon when they lost their wild runs.  Everyone points 
a finger somewhere else and wants to keep fishing.  Blame everyone else 
while the run dies off. 

 
One simple thing must be done!  Stop the interception!  Curtail or halt 
any fishing that infringes on these mixed stock escapement goals.  “The 
fish come first”!  You must see that is the rule in Cook Inlet for the 
future. 

 
b. Allocation – You have a member of your committee that knows more   



about the battle in Cook Inlet than most any one else in the legislature.  
We understand he doesn’t have a Cook Inlet drift permit any longer, but 
he is very biased on the side of commercial, as we well know and you will 
hear loud and clear.  And that is interesting, as in his District Q, 62% of 
the households have sportfishing licenses versus only 3% with 
commercial permits.  The same Motznik chart shows on average in Cook 
Inlet that 48.7% families have sportfishing licenses versus .8 of 1% with 
commercial permits.  The public is the overwhelming majority; and, 
while quiet, we do vote our fishing rods. 
 
The lopsided allocation of salmon stocks in Cook Inlet is the most unfair 
example of state management that I have seen in the 55 years we have 
lived here. 
 
There are 750 set net permits that were issued in Cook Inlet by the 
Limited Entry commission.  There are approximately 610 drift fleet 
permits.  These 1,360 permits have historically been allocated, by the 
Board of Fisheries, 85% of the salmon harvest.  210,000 licensed anglers 
are allowed only 15%.  The dip net fishery in the Kenai benefits tens of 
thousands of Alaskan families, yet, the commercial fought us vigorously 
to take that away at the Board of Fish meeting in February. 
 
Kenai River Kings are the largest salmon in our nation.  The ten largest 
Kings ever caught in the world came from the Kenai and, they all 
weighed over 90 pounds!  Yet, these world class trophy fish are managed 
primarily as a commercial fishery, with a historic 60% of them taken in 
set nets.  Now, what do you think any other state in the Union, any other 
nation in the world, would do if they had this wonderful resource?  Take 
them in nets for 10% of their value?  Not hardly! 
 
Catching a Kenai King in a net is like cutting down a Redwood tree and 
using it for firewood.  It ought to be against the law. 
 
The population of Cook Inlet is growing.  We demand a fairer share of 
this resource that is accessible on the state’s highway system. 

 
c. Economic valuation – Harvest of surplus salmon stocks above escapement  

goals is a decision made by people.  These surplus stocks could be taken 
by pitchforks, nets, rod and reels or Hooligan nets.  The same highest 
return that the state uses with leases for oil, gravel, extraction mining, or 
timber should be used by the Board of fish; the highest economic return.  
That conclusion, as proven by prior state studies here and on the West 
Coast, should be followed.  The economics are overwhelming for the 
sportfishery, like 10-15 times as high a value to a sport caught fish.  Why 
isn’t the Board of Fish required to elevate that to the top of their harvest 



criteria?  Why isn’t the highest economic return to our communities a 
mandated directive to fishery management of harvestable stocks?   
 
You will hear many comments of, “Let the biologists manage the fishery.”  
Except for under-escapement, we agree 100% with that.  No question, the 
biologists should manage the stocks.  But, after escapement goals are met, 
the allocation of harvest stocks is a political one made by people, not a 
biological one. 
 
In Cook Inlet, the public has been treated ‘politically’ unfairly.  We have 
a constitutional right to our share of the harvest. 

 
 Don’t complain, unless you can give a solution, right?  A three part solution 
would be: 
 

1. Any time a Cook Inlet escapement goal is not reached for any specie, 
cause the Board of Fisheries to report an to an oversight committee of the 
legislature and explain why.  You’ll see, they will quickly change their 
harvest practices and achieve the escapement goals,  Example:  Have the 
Central District drift fleet use a “corridor”, no more than one area-wide 
regular period per week in the Central District prior to July 20th.  This 
would keep the drift fleet off the northern bound Sockeyes and have 
minimal effect on the overall commercial harvest.  It will allow additional 
escapement of northern stocks. 

 
2. Create with state, federal and sport license money, a fair and equitable  

buy back of the set net permits and sites in Cook Inlet.  Compensate them 
with money or permits elsewhere.  (This will also require changes in the 
limited entry regulations).   
 
Start such a buy out study right away.  It would probably cost $60-90 
thousand.  Use the University of Alaska or some other group.  Buying out 
the set nets and sites, at least on the “eastside beaches”, and leaving that 
area as a sanctuary would: 
 

a. Protect and stop harvest of Kenai Kings. 
b. Allow the drift Fleet to make even more money. 
c. End the ‘Fish Wars’ in Cook Inlet by allowing the public a fairer 

share of Cook Inlet stocks. 
 

3. Direct the Board of Fisheries to allocate the harvest of salmon stocks to a 
“50/50 split” in Cook Inlet.  Why wouldn’t that be fair?  It would also 
create a big economic force in South-central by creating in Cook Inlet the 
largest sportfishery in our nation.  You can do this, you are our “court of 
last resort”.  We ask you to be fair. 

 



 We thank each of sincerely for the time you are spending on this committee.  
If you can collectively solve this allocation battle, and that – quite simply – is what 
most of what this is, you will remember it as one of the most satisfying things you 
ever did while serving in the legislature. 

   
 
 


